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Annual Review Business Checklist
Most business owners become so immersed in the daily operation and management of their business that they don’t set
aside time to evaluate its operations. An annual gathering of a business owner and his or her close advisors—including a
trusted attorney, accountant, insurance professional, and other financial advisors—is an excellent opportunity to review the
business as well as accomplishments or setbacks that might shape the overall future plan for the company.
Although not exhaustive, the following is a list of potential agenda items to include in an annual review session. This meeting
is an opportunity for the business advisors to communicate with each other, encouraging open dialogue and cooperation
throughout the planning process.

1. Review of business financials
 Annual budget
 Balance sheet
 Cash flow update

2. Projected income tax liability
 Brainstorm potential measures which may be taken to reduce the tax exposure before end of year.

3. Business valuation
 Is the business valuation on target for projected growth?

4. Succession planning
 Has the company created a 5-year plan (or if more appropriate, a 10-year plan)?
 Long-term plans should be adjusted annually to take into account progress made in the prior year.
 The company’s 1-year plan should also be reviewed from the prior year, and a new plan for the upcoming year should
be created.
• What specific tasks were completed?
• Which operational and financial goals were met?

5. Contractual obligations
 Often a company may not review a lease after the day it is signed.
 Does the company continue to comply with the terms of these obligations? Are the terms still favorable?
• Leases – real property and equipment
• Contracts with other third parties – purchase agreements

6. Business insurance
 Has new real property been acquired? Was this property added to the company’s insurance policy?
 Is all equipment covered?
 Are there any new exposures that should be mitigated through insurance?
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Annual Review Business Checklist (continued)
7. Banking considerations
 A company’s success or failure may be contingent upon its relationship with a financial institution that provides
funding for business operations.
 Consider a review of the following:
• Loans
• Lines of credit
• How does the bank view your business and your industry? What might be the bank’s biggest concerns to future 			
funding of the business? What financial ratios does the bank watch?
• Who are authorized signatories on behalf of the company? Confirm that those persons should still have authority.

8. Business legal documents
 Minutes – have annual minutes been completed?
 Proper documentation of all major changes in the business

9. Buy-sell agreements
 Has the price been properly adjusted for the transfer of interests?
 Is there sufficient insurance or other funding mechanism in place in the event a buy-out was triggered?

10. Employment agreements and non-competition agreements
11. Employee incentives
 Retirement plans
 Health insurance
 Life insurance
 Non-qualified plans for key personnel

12. Employee considerations
 Is the employee handbook up to date?
 Have employee annual reviews been completed?
 Has there been an annual review of the compensation structure for employees?
 Employee files – updated and organized
• I-9 (Employment Eligibility Form for immigration purposes), W-4, contact information, training records,
other important data
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